Course
MTAT03.306 Requirements Engineering

Please do not disturb!!!
We are having fun here!
Hello

- Walk hello
- Ball
- Signal
- Emotional
- Suspicious

DO SOMETHING

- Chair
Organisation

- 40 students attending the class
  - During the workshop – 4 groups
  - Submission of homework – group of 5

- In total 8 submitted solutions
Scenarios

- Room **reservation at hotel**, arrival of guests at the reception, handling the reservation, assigning room, etc.

- **Airplane tickets** ordering, arrival at the airport, passenger check-in, arrival at the gates, entering the plane, etc.

- **Visit to the doctor**, registration of the patient, initial registration of symptoms, visiting doctor cabinet, extra investigations, etc.

- Car is broken, **visit to the auto-service**, at the front desk, explanation of symptoms, fixing the car, ordering missing parts, giving the car back, etc.
Report

• 15-20 requirements for the system which you performed in your scenario